“BURDEN BEARER”

CHAPTERS 1 & 2
“EIGHT, DOOMS”

1. DAMASCUS 1:3-5

2. GAZA 1:6-8

3. TYRUS 1:9-11

4. EDOM 1:11-12

5. AMMON 1:12-15

6. MOAB 2:1-3

7. JUDAH 2:4-5

8. ISRAEL 2:6-

“AMOS” c.765-755

JUDGMENT STILL AWAITS THOSE WHO WORSHIP AT THEIR SHRINES BUT WHO IGNORE THE ALMIGHTY

CHAPTERS 3-6:
“FIVE SERMONS”

3:1 “HEAR THIS WORD... CAN TWO WALK TOGETHER EXCEPT THEY BE AGREED?”

4:1 “HEAR THIS WORD... PREPARE TO MEET THY GOD!”

5:1 “HEAR THIS WORD... SEEK YE THE LORD.”

5:18 “WOE UNTO YOU... WHO WORSHIP WITHOUT RIGHTEOUSNESS

6:1 “WOE TO THEM... WHO ARE... AFTER SELF-GRATIFICATION.

CHAPTERS 7-9:6
“FIVE VISIONS”

1. LOCUSTS - 7:1

2. FIRE - 7:4

3. PLUMBLINE - 7:7

HISTORICAL INTERLUDE 7:10 - 17

4. SUMMER - FRUIT - 8:1

5. LORD STANDING ON THE ALTAR 9:1

THREE PROMISES 9:7-15

1. I WILL DESTROY THE SINFUL KINGDOM 9:7-10

2. I WILL RAISE DAVID'S FALLEN BOOTH 9:11-12
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